Dwelling

Rooms within Gardens
Andrew Houlton applauds Brendan Woods’
deft additions to a north Oxford house
Photos
David Grandorge, Brendan Woods

Below
The new pavilion ocupies a narrow site
to the west of the main house, reaching
out into the garden, to which it opens
by a combination of pivoting and
sliding doors.
Opposite
The pavilion is joined on the south side
of the house by a new portal on which
is raised a first-floor balcony, with both
additions addressing a newly-laid brick
parterre. The street front of the 1928
Arts-and-Crafts-influenced house
remains unchanged.

Brendan Woods was asked to extend a house
in north Oxford by the daughter of his friend
Charles MacCallum (1935-2013), himself an
architect who had extensively modified the
building in 2007. MacCallum had worked at
Gillespie Kidd & Coia during the late-1950s
and early-60s, and Woods had first met him
there during his ‘year out’. They became good
friends when Woods later taught at the
Mackintosh School in Glasgow where
MacCallum took over as head after Andy
MacMillan in 1994.

Built in 1928, the detached suburban house
belongs to a particular moment of domestic
British architecture, with sweeping roofs,
modestly-sized windows and fletton-brick
plainness. This house type places emphasis
upon the interiority of rooms, providing
privacy from the public avenue and a
prescribed domestic array with views from
within through mullioned windows out to
the leafy garden and trees.

All very quaint, even when built, given the
concurrent European architecture, already
gaining momentum, that promised to
dissolve the barriers between inside and
outside. Only the exaggerated horizontal
projecting concrete porch politely registers
some cognisance of new building techniques.
MacCallum’s work on the house reveals an
understanding of light as it permeates the
interior spaces, as well as his fondness for
gardening – it seems wholly natural that the
modifications would concern the relationship
of rooms to the garden spaces. His
architectural modifications included opening
up a double-height drawing room on the
garden side, with a first-floor ‘bridge’.
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Presenting a balustrade of stout spindles, like
a minstrel screen, it clearly references the
work of Charles Rennie Mackintosh. Bridging
a playful circulation across the first floor and
visually connecting with the ground floor
sequence. Plain detailing augmented in
material weight and proportion.
MacCallum also laid out a new single-storey
kitchen and dining room into the garden. This
turns the footprint of the existing house into
an L-shape in plan form if not in overall
massing. The fenestration is openly generous
seemingly taking breath from the garden and
in response towards the restrained window
sizes of the original house.

Large glazed sliding doors and a top glazed
clerestorey ribbon window allow the flat roof
of the extension to hover in counterpoint to
the weighty pitched clay tile roof of the
original house.
The sliding glazed doors look across to the
west garden wall. Woods explains that
McCallum’s experiments in the brick relief on
the wall is a homage in miniature to the brick
forms and textures of East Kilbride Church,
on which MacCallum worked as job architect
for Gillespie Kidd & Coia in the late 1950s.
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While Woods’ interventions can be seen as
an intimate architectural conversation with a
late friend, they represent much more than
private discourse. This project provided an
opportunity to consolidate a longstanding
interest in finding architectural expression in
adjustments to existing structures. Woods’
extensive catalogue of work, fed by a lifetime
of varied architectural encounters, is
characterised by an intelligently eclectic
temperament. The work in north Oxford, a
culmination of various tectonic and spatial
references, brings together a collective
compositional sensibility.
Woods’ interventions comprise three main
elements: a yoga room with sliding and pivot
doors that open it up to the garden, a balcony
poised upon a steel portal, and an ensuite
attic bathroom in oak and glass.
The garden room attaches to the western
boundary of the main house, nestled against
the wall and sited upon the former position
of a second-world-war shelter. This new room
completes an open court with McCallum’s
previous kitchen dining room extension.
The first-floor balcony overlooks the garden
and the newly envisaged court below.
Wearing a painted stout wooden spindle
balustrade that rhymes with the balustrade of
the MacCallum interior, it is poised on a
portal frame support that gathers a centre of
volumetric lines between the Free-Style
house, the L-shaped composition created by
Macallum’s room and the Woods pavilion
room. The steel portal is in line with the door
out of McCallum’s kitchen/dining room, with
new brick steps and a planter structuring the
loose compositions.
A loft closet housing a new ensuite
bathroom is placed axially too, but perched
above and liberated from the formalities of
courtyard below. It is accessed by a delicate
loft staircase, an essay in articulated lightness,
ascending to the discrete roof room with its
low pivot rooflight, affording views across
this leafy part of Oxford. This secluded eerie is
intimately detailed, a snug fitted cabinet
devoted to the joy of ablutions.
Down in the courtyard we see Woods
thinking about the site not only as space and
material but also as a vestibule of memories
and references, perhaps even acknowledging
MacCallum’s interest in French formal
gardens. It may seem fanciful to imagine this
small garden court as a miniature Place Saint
Sulpice, but the steel portal frame does
provide formal poise against the free-style
elevational composition. Woods suggests its
form is like a Japanese gateway, but whatever
the inspiration, the portal is of course an
abstraction and points towards an interest in
mannered motif.

Above
The combination of a sliding and pivoting
door allows the new pavilion building to
relate to the garden in a variety of ways.
“The slim cruciform column is balletically
poised at the end of the roof with the large
white framed sliding and pivot doors
opening up to create an open-air room
when weather permits”, says Woods.
Opposite
Ground floor plan of the house, and
interior views and details of the new
extension.
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Brendan Woods writes
In Colin Rowe’s essay “Neo-‘Classicism’
and Modern Architecture” in ‘The
Mathematics of the Ideal Villa’, he
writes about the various types of
column employed by the early modern
masters, and I guess that seeing the
chrome cruciform-section columns in
the Tugendhat House by Mies in a
magazine, and later, similar columns in
the Barcelona Pavilion, firmly lodged in
my mind the idea that the column
could tell a story. And, of course, the
caryatid columns in the Erechtheum,
thoughtfully reproduced by William
Inwood and his son Henry at St Pancras
New Church on the Euston Road, and
by Berthold Lubetkin at Highpoint 2 –
so that when asked by the daughter of a
dear, sadly deceased friend to ‘complete’
her house in north Oxford, I got to
thinking…
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And, as the design for a little garden
pavilion developed into a room that
opened up to the garden and to a
covered space where one might sit
sheltered from the rain (or extreme sun),
the nature of the column supporting
the roof over that space began to
intrigue me. Slowly I came to think that
the column could embody a more
feminine character, hence the entasis
and delicacy as it stands at the opposing
corner to the orthogonal kitchen/dining
room. I like to think that Erik Gunnar
Asplund would have enjoyed its role in
the composition.

These elements are all considered with
compositional poise: the portal and balcony
against the garden wall, holding the line of
the McCallum room opposite; the slender
metal cruciform column, with its gentle
entasis; and the exaggerated eaves brow of
the pavilion, delicately holding the edge of
the new garden court.
The pavilion represents the latest in the
series of projects by Woods over the past
three decades, in particular two back
extensions in Highgate that sought to bring a
generous tectonic interlock between house
and garden, opening up these tunnel-back
house types. The device he employed was a
large glazed diagonally inflecting splay wall
and a grandly scaled glazed sliding door with
oak picture frame surround, whereby the
inflection and sliding motion bound together
the house and garden.
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This invention grew out of typical narrow
London plots, but it is interesting to see how
the architectural device can translate to a
different location and circumstance. In this
large Oxford Garden, Woods begins by
placing the inflecting wall not in response to
urban tightness but rather but so as to gently
embrace the court and garden beyond, a
picturesque gesture concerned less with
geometries as encapsulating the entire scene.
The pavilion employs materials in a direct
way. The use of European Oak to interior
surfaces, its generous choice of cut,
proportion of plank and its careful joining
clearly brings pleasure to Woods. Its use is
largely restricted to the interior dado at the
rear, which embeds back into the side of the
house to provide a daytime office, a scullerylike space in proportion and wall treatment
but with oak desk and shelving customised as
bureau. The abutted smoothly-planed oak
plank floors delineate the interior, captured
by the moving glazed elements.
The use of oak represents a counterpoint to
MacCallum’s painted wood and plaster
surfaces, and is responsive to this postEdwardian setting, where materiality is
subdued in favour of the play of light across
surface. But unlike his usual use of oak for
the large external sliding doors, Woods has
chosen to paint the external joinery, bringing
it into a dialogue with the house, rather than
following a predilection for the independent
expression of a garden pavilion.
The oak floor of the pavilion transitions
outside into a basketweave of stacked and
stretched bricks which surround the court,
demarcating loose, room-like planes. This
same brick then flows, changing pattern en
route, into a raised brick ‘parterre’ of stepped
tessellated planters, playfully intermingling
between the ‘St Brides’ wall and joining the
brick step originally laid out by MacCallum.
This project is more extensive than it might
first appear, and certainly more than an
intimate architectural conversation between
two architects. The work does maintain
distinction from both the original house and
MacCallum’s architectural temperament, but
Woods brings something fresh to the table.
While a testament to a late friend, these
interventions clearly communicate that he
has learned many things since those first
encounters. 
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Above
A new bathroom and access staircase
has been shoehorned into the roofspece
over a bedroom on the south side of the
house (phs: BW).
Opposite
The folded staircase is top-lit from a
new window that also allows views
from the bath.

Project team

Architect
Brendan Woods Architect
Structural engineer
Stuart Tappin, Stand Engineers
Staircase
Gareth Lloyd Woodworking
Oak bureau
Matthew Collins Furniture
Main contractor
Hayes Contractors
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